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( Work to be done in English Language exercise book. ) 

 

1. Underline the adverbs in the following sentences:- 

 

a) Anjum writes well. 

b) We looked for Varun everywhere. 

c) Read loudly. 

d) I feel tired today. 

e) Do it now. 

f) The deer runs quickly.   

 

2. Change these adjectives into adverbs :- 

 

a) sudden - suddenly 

b) thirsty - thirstily 

c) neat - neatly 

d) untidy - untidily 

e) rude - rudely 

 

3. Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the bracket :- 

 

a) The wind blew strongly. 

Mahesh is a strong boy.  ( strong / strongly ) 

 

b) Arun ran quickly to the room. 

Sumati is a  quick runner. ( quick / quickly ) 

 

c) Ajay lost the race because he was too slow. 

The lazy lion walked slowly. ( slow / slowly ) 

 

d) Why is Praful sad today ? 

The young girl cried sadly. ( sad / sadly ) 

 



e) Aashi is a quiet child.  

Rahul reads quietly by himself. ( quiet / quietly ) 

 

4. Fill in the blanks with the adverbs given below:-  ( Ex. D. pg no. 71 ) 

 

soon    late    now    at once     early 

tomorrow    today    last night    yesterday     last week 

 

a) I reached home late because the train was delayed. 

b) My parents will arrive  tomorrow. 

c) I did not go to school today as I was unwell. 

d) My grandpa went for a walk early. 

e) I reached the swimming pool soon because I wanted to practise before it became crowded. 

f) I am doing my homework now. I will complete it and then go out to play. 

g) The show will begin at once. 

h) We moved into our new apartment last week. 

i) Come here now. 

j) It rained heavily last night. 

 

5. The adverbs are underlined in these sentences. Fill in each blank with an adverb from below 

that is opposite in meaning to the underlined adverb.  

 

                    always     rarely    anywhere     slowly     outside 

 

a) The house was painted pink from inside and green from outside. 

b) Mary looked for her lamb everywhere but could not find it anywhere. 

c) We often go to the park but rarely for a picnic. 

d) Meera packed her bag quickly and slowly dragged it down the stairs. 

e) Ankur is never late. He is always on time. 

 

 

 

 


